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Our Price $42,950
Specifications:

Year:  2020  

VIN:  1C6JJTBG5LL168319  

Make:  Jeep  

Stock:  168319  

Model/Trim:  Gladiator Rubicon  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  [PUA] Gobi Clear Coat  

Engine:  3.6L V6 285hp 260ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Leather  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  66,816  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 16 / Highway 23

Step into the world of unbridled adventure and unparalleled style with
the 2020 Jeep Gladiator Rubicon, a masterpiece of rugged capability
and luxurious comfort. Coated in a stunning tan exterior, this Gladiator
is more than just a vehicle; it's a statement of freedom and power. The
bold color is not only eye-catching but also perfectly complements any
backdrop, be it the dusty trails or urban landscapes.

As you slide into the cabin, the black leather interior envelops you in a
cocoon of sophistication. The premium materials and meticulous
craftsmanship are evident in every stitch, promising not only a
comfortable ride but a sensory experience. The seats are designed to
provide support and comfort, whether you're conquering rocky terrains
or cruising down the highway.

Under the hood lies the heart of the Gladiator Rubicon – a potent 3.6L
V6 engine that churns out an impressive 285 horsepower and 260 foot-
pounds of torque. This powerplant is mated to an 8-Speed Shiftable
Automatic transmission that offers smooth, precise shifts and the
flexibility to tackle any situation with confidence. Whether you're towing,
hauling, or just enjoying a spirited drive, this Gladiator responds with a
vigor that's sure to invigorate your soul.

The Jeep Gladiator Rubicon isn't just about raw power; it's about smart
technology that enhances your driving experience. The manufacturer
options and packages on this model have been meticulously chosen to
provide you with the ultimate in convenience and capability. The
Rubicon trim signifies that this Gladiator is equipped with an array of
off-road features that set it apart from the crowd. It's not just ready for
adventure; it craves it.

Imagine yourself behind the wheel, hands gripping the leather-wrapped
steering wheel, as you command this beast with ease. The advanced
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steering wheel, as you command this beast with ease. The advanced
4x4 system ensures that no terrain is too challenging, while the heavy-
duty suspension absorbs the bumps and jolts of the off-road trails,
keeping you in control and your passengers comfortable.

The 2020 Jeep Gladiator Rubicon is a versatile warrior that excels in
every environment. It's a workhorse during the week, capable of
handling your toughest jobs with ease. Come the weekend, it
transforms into your escape machine, taking you and your loved ones
to places you've only dreamed of. The perfect blend of utility and
pleasure, this Gladiator makes no compromises.

This tan titan is more than just a vehicle; it's a lifestyle. It's for the bold,
the explorers, the ones who demand excellence and refuse to settle for
the ordinary. With its commanding presence, powerful performance,
and luxurious interior, the 2020 Jeep Gladiator Rubicon is ready to be
your partner in every journey.

Don't let this opportunity slip through your fingers. Embrace the call of
the wild and the promise of adventure. Make the 2020 Jeep Gladiator
Rubicon yours today and start writing your own epic story.

 

As always, we welcome third party inspections! We offer finance
options, We take trade-ins, free airport pick up, nation-wide shipping,
extended warranties, installation of additional desired items, and MUCH
MORE! We are a full service dealership.

Welcome to LoneStarAutoBrokers.com! We are a family owned and
operated business with 10+ years experience in the pre-owned auto
industry. We hand select our vehicles from a number of sources then
have them thoroughly inspected prior to listing them for sale. Please
feel free to read our reviews on google. Customer satisfaction is our
number one goal. Call, text, or email us today to Schedule your test
drive.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2020 JEEP GLADIATOR RUBICON

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

14 Service history
records

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Corporate
vehicle

Last owned in Florida

66,816 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=1C6JJTBG5LL168319&source=BUP
https://lonestarautobrokers.com/vehicle/7289730/2020-jeep-gladiator-rubicon-arlington-tx-76001/7289730/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row - Floor mat material: carpet 

- Floor mats: front - Steering wheel trim: leather - Ambient lighting - Cruise control 

- Footwell lights - Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 115V front  

- Power steering - Push-button start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Tool kit 

- Universal remote transmitter: garage door opener  - Clock - Compass 

- Customizable instrument cluster - Digital odometer - External temperature display 

- Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: folds up  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: premium cloth - Upholstery accents: contrast stitching

Exterior

- Pickup bed light - Running boards - Tailgate: power locking - Daytime running lights  

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Front fog lights  - Side mirrors: heated  

- Removable roof: soft top  - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Wheels: painted aluminum alloy - Front wipers: variable intermittent 

- Power windows: safety reverse  - Rear privacy glass - Solar-tinted glass 

- Tinted glass: front driver and passenger
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